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PREFACE

This book explores the complex and poorly understood set of relationships between
telecommunications and the development, planning and management of
contemporary cities. It provides a new interdisciplinary and international perspective
on how remarkable advances in telecommunications affect all aspects of urban
development: social, economic, physical, environmental, geographical and
governmental. This book represents the first attempt to provide such a broad and
synoptic approach to fill the gap left by the long neglect of telecommunications in
urban studies and policy-making.
Because of this neglect, the book’s ‘journey’ through the most important types
of city—telecommunications relations is analogous to an early expedition into
largely uncharted territory. This journey is assisted only by a highly imperfect map;
there are many gaps and areas of poorly understood territory. This is because the
study of telecommunications in cities remains so immature, but it is also due to the
extremely rapid rate of change in the subject. This book develops a new framework
to analyse the diverse range of policy and research that is emerging on
telecommunications and cities.
We aim to stimulate more sophisticated debate and research on city—
telecommunications relationships. We also aim to assist teaching by providing a
book that draws together a diverse and eclectic range of material which is presented
in accessible form. However, we remain unable to provide answers to all questions
about this embryonic subject; inevitably, this book raises as many questions as it
answers.
This book was developed because of the problems we have experienced in
developing a course on telecommunications and urban development for town
planning students. We and our students have all been confused by the range,
complexity and diversity of material on the subject. We have also been frustrated by
the difficulties often involved in tracking down literature and obscure ‘grey’ material
on the subject. We found that in the literature on the subject profound pessimism
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coexists with Utopian optimism but there is very little actual empirical study of how
telecommunications relate to cities. At the same time, however, we have been
disappointed and surprised that no coherent book exists on the subject which brings
the diffuse, specific and specialised material together to introduce how cities and
telecommunications are related.
Hence we have written this book. In it we emphasise and illustrate the complex
relationships which exist between telecommunications and cities by covering
neglected subjects such as the urban environment, urban government and urban
utilities as well as the more familiar ground of socioeconomic development,
transport and urban form. We set out the debates between dystopian and Utopian
theorists and establish a framework for considering the range of relationships
between cities and telecommunications. We link these theories to debates about the
social, economic, geographical, political and environmental development of
contemporary cities, and bring out the technological dimensions of each. Finally, we
consider questions of urban management, planning and policy integrally with our
wider considerations of urban development and telecommunications.
The book will appeal to students of urban studies, local government studies,
geography, planning and technology and communications studies who are
interested in new technologies and the city. It will also interest urban policy-makers
who are keen to inform themselves about state-of-the-art research and policy in
this burgeoning and increasingly important area. The book has been designed to
act as a set text for advanced specialised courses in telecommunications and cities.
It is also suitable as a basis for exploring specific issues and topics, as each section
includes a context-setting introduction and an up-to-date guide to further reading
on each subject.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND URBAN
TRANSFORMATIONS

A rapid transformation is currently overtaking advanced industrial cities. As we
approach the verge of a new millennium, old ideas and assumptions about the
development, planning and management of the modern, industrial city seem less and
less useful. Accepted notions about the nature of space, time, distance and the
processes of urban life are similarly under question. The boundaries separating what
is private and what is public within cities are shifting fast. Urban life seems more
volatile and speeded up, more uncertain, more fragmented and more bewildering
than at any time since the end of the last century.
Apparently central to this transformation, according to nearly all commentators,
are remarkable leaps in the capability and significance of telecommunications. Much
of contemporary urban change seems to involve, at least in part, the application of
new telecommunications infrastructures and services to transcend spatial barriers
instantaneously. Telecommunications—literally communications from afar—
fundamentally adjust space and time barriers—the basic dimensions of human life
(Abler, 1977). They connect widely separated points and places together with very
little delay—that is, in ways that approach ‘real time’.
As telecommunications themselves become digital and based on
microelectronics, they are merging with digital computer and media technologies.
These are diffusing into a growing proportion of homes, institutions, workplaces,
machines and infrastructures. The result of this merging is a process of
technological convergence and a wide and fast-growing range of so-called
‘telematics’ networks and services. Following the French word télématique, coined
in 1978 by Nora and Minc (1978), ‘telematics’ refers to services and
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infrastructures which link computer and digital media equipment over
telecommunications links. Telematics are providing the technological foundations
for rapid innovation in computer networking and voice, data, image and video
communications. It is increasingly obvious that telematics are being applied across
all the social and economic sectors and functions that combine to make up
contemporary cities. It is also clear that telematics operate at all geographical
scales—from within single buildings to transglobal networks. As William Melody
argues, ‘information gathering, processing, storage and transmission over efficient
telecommunications networks is the foundation on which developed economies
will close the twentieth century’ (Melody, 1986).
As part of this transformation, cities are being filled with what Judy Hillman calls
‘gigantic invisible cobwebs’ of optic fibre, copper cable, wireless, microwave and
satellite communications networks (Hillman, 1991; 1). The corridors between cities,
whether they be made up of land, ocean or space, are in turn developing to house
giant lattices of advanced telecommunications links. These connect the urban hubs
together into global electronic grids. Such grids now encircle the planet and provide
the technological basis for the burgeoning flows of global telecommunications
traffic: voice flows, faxes, data flows, image flows, TV and video signals.
Instantaneous electronic flows now explode into the physical spaces of cities and
buildings and seem to underpin and cross-cut all elements of urban life.
Clearly, then, contemporary cities are not just dense physical agglomerations of
buildings, the crossroads of transportation networks, or the main centres of
economic, social and cultural life. The roles of cities as electronic hubs for
telecommunications and telematics networks also needs to be considered. Urban
areas are the dominant centres of demand for telecommunications and the nerve
centres of the electronic grids that radiate from them. In fact, there tends to be a
strong and synergistic connection between cities and these new infrastructure
networks. Cities—the great physical artefacts built up by industrial civilisation—are
now the powerhouses of communications whose traffic floods across global
telecommunications networks—the largest technological systems ever devised by
humans.
Many have argued that these shifts are part of a wider technological and
economic revolution which seems to be underway within advanced industrial
societies and within which both the development of telecommunications and urban
change hold central significance (see Miles and Robins, 1992). A wide and
sometimes confusing range of analytical perspectives have developed that try to chart
this transformation from an industrial, manufacturing dominated society to one
dominated by information, communications, symbols and services.1 Because western
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societies are fundamentally urban societies—with between 60 and 90 per cent of
their populations living in towns and cities—cities are at the front line of this
revolution. Cities are the dominant population, communication, transaction and
business concentrations of our society. This makes them the central arenas within
which we would expect the effects of current telecommunications innovations to be
felt. As we move towards an urban society based more and more on the rapid
circulation of messages, signs and information via global electronic networks, it
would therefore be hard to pinpoint a more important set of technology—society
relations than those which link cities to telecommunications.

THE URBAN ‘IMPACTS’ OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

But what are the implications of these shifts? What becomes of cities in an era
dominated by electronic flows and networks? What fate lies in store for our urban
areas in the world where ‘virtual corporations’, ‘virtual communities’ and the
abstract ‘electronic territory’ of ‘cyberspace’ are developing, based fundamentally on
the use of telematics as space and time transcending technologies?
The growing use and significance of telecommunications throws up many
profound and fundamental questions which go to the heart of current debates about
cities and urban life both today and in the future. For example, how do cities and
urban life interrelate with the proliferation of electronic networks in all walks of life
and at all geographical scales? What happens to cities in the shift away from an
economy based on the production and the circulation of material goods to one based
more and more on the circulation and consumption of symbolic and ‘informational’
goods? (Lash and Urry, 1994). How are cities to sustain themselves economically
given that more and more of their traditional economic advantages seem to be
accessible, ‘on-line’, from virtually any location? Are cities being affected physically
by advances in telecommunications as many claim they were in previous eras by the
railway and the automobile? How does the movement from physical, local
neighbourhoods to specialised social communities sustained over electronic
networks—such as those on the Internet—affect the social life of cities? How are
social power relations and the traditional social struggles within cities reflected in the
new era of telecommunications? What is the relevance of telecommunications for
burgeoning current debates about the ‘environmental sustainability’ of industrial
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cities? And what do all these changes imply for the ways in which cities are planned,
managed and governed?
Such questions have recently stimulated much speculation and debate about the
future of cities and the role of advances in telecommunications in urban change.
Many commentators excitedly predict very radical changes in the nature of the city
and urban life as advanced telecommunications, telematics and computers weave
into every corner of urban life and so ‘impact’ on cities. Arguments that this will
mean the dissolution of the cities and the emergence of decentralised networks of
small-scale communities or ‘electronic cottages’ are widespread. In fact they are so
common that visions of the end of cities seem almost to have reached the status of
accepted orthodoxy within some elements of the popular media. Here, speculations
abound surrounding the apparently revolutionary importance of the
‘communications revolution’, the ‘information age’, the ‘information superhighway’,
‘cyberspace’ or the ‘virtual community’ for the future of cities.
Unfortunately, however, these debates tend to be heavily clouded by hype and
half-truth. They have generated much more heat than light. Such debates often tend
also to be extremely simplistic, relying on assumed and unjustified assumptions
about how telecommunications impact on cities. Many accounts of city—
telecommunications relations amount to little more than poorly informed
technological forecasts. Often, these are aimed at attracting media attention or
generating sales and glamour for technological equipment. As a result, remarkably
little real progress has been made in debates about telecommunications and cities.
Amidst all the general hype about telecommunications and cities, remarkably little
real empirical analysis of city—telecommunications relations exists.
This leaves the terrain open to extremes of optimism and pessimism. On the one
hand, utopianists and futurologists herald telecommunications as the quick-fix
solution to the social, environmental or political ills of the industrial city and
industrial society more widely. On the other, dystopians or anti-utopians paint
portraits of an increasingly polarised and depressing urban era dominated by global
corporations who shape telematics and the new urban forces in their own image.
Meanwhile, the increasing importance of telecommunications in cities has stimulated
urban policy-makers, managers and planners to begin to get involved in the
development of telecommunications within their cities. But they, too, often remain
confused about how their cities are really affected by developments in
telecommunications. This, and the need to be seen to be successful means that they
themselves can become prone to hyping up their urban telecommunications policies
in the language of the quick technical fix.
The immaturity and neglect of urban telecommunications studies means that
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there has been a tendency to approach the whole subject without trying to justify the
theory or methodologies adopted. In the excitement to address these neglected and
important areas, Warren (1989) notes what he calls a ‘candy store effect’:
The topic [of telematics and urban development] creates a ‘candy store’ effect by providing license
to deal with a range of phenomena. The result is an effort to cover far too much with no logic or
theory offered to explain why some consequences are discussed and others are not and why some
evidence is presented and other findings are not…. We are left with an analysis which lacks any
theoretical base and an explicit methodology, gives more attention to marginal than primary
effects of telematics, and, in many instances, is in conflict with a significant body of research.
(Warren, 1989; 339)

THE NEGLECT OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN URBAN
STUDIES

This ‘candy store’ effect is one symptom of the wider immaturity and neglect of
telecommunications issues in both urban studies and urban planning and policy-making.
In many ways, cities can be thought of as giant engines of communication—physical,
social and electronic (Meier, 1962; Pool, 1977). We might therefore expect technologies
that allow communication over distances—that is tele communications—to be a central
focus of disciplines which aim to understand the city and professions involved in urban
planning and management. This is especially so given that telecommunications are
absolutely central to current innovation and restructuring all of the activities that
combine to make cities: in manufacturing, transportation, consumer and producer
services; in leisure, media and entertainment industries; in education, urban government,
public services and urban utilities; and in social and cultural life.
But, despite these two points, telecommunications remain far from being a central
focus in urban studies or urban policy-making. The subject of telecommunications
and cities is a curiously neglected and extremely immature field of policy and
research. Urban telecommunications studies remains perhaps the most
underdeveloped field of urban studies. Telecommunications is also one of the least
developed areas of urban policy (Mandlebaum, 1986). Recently Michael Batty
argued that ‘interest and insights into the impact of communications patterns on the
city with respect to information flow have…been virtually non-existent’ (Batty,
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1990a; 248) and that current ‘understanding of the impacts of information
technology on cities is still woefully inadequate’ (ibid.; 250).
Urban studies and policy remain remarkably blind to telecommunications issues.
Compared to the enormous effort expended by urban analysts and policy-makers on,
say, urban transportation, urban telecommunications have received only a tiny amount
of attention. Vast libraries and many professional bodies and dedicated journals now
exist in the field of urban transport issues; only a handful of books have directly looked
at telecommunications and the city.2 Things have not greatly changed since Bertram
Gross argued in 1973 that ‘urban planners seem most comfortable when dealing with
urban problems in terms of transportation. Indeed, the most advanced techniques and
the most “scientific” body of knowledge readily available to such decision makers are
those of transport…. Urban planners…must become aware of the problems and
possibilities of telecommunications’ (Gross, 1973; 29). ‘Urban analyst’ or
‘commentator’ could easily replace ‘planner’ here. At most only about a dozen urban
commentators in the Anglo-Saxon world have directly researched the relationships
between telecommunications and urban development since Gross made that statement.
Only rarely have these had much impact of the urban disciplines.
This relative neglect means that the field has been left open to other non-urban
specialists who have developed very influential speculations on how cities might
relate to telecommunications. Importantly, though, these speculations have not been
based on any particular understanding or analysis of cities per se. Instead, they have
tended to start with rather simplistic and Utopian approaches. Often, new
technologies have been seen unproblematically as technical-fix-style solutions for the
perceived social and environmental inadequacies of the industrial city. Often, these
ideas have been directly fuelled by interests in computing and telecommunications
industries, keen to foster positive public images to new technologies as a stimulus to
the growth of markets (Slack and Fejes, 1987). Mark Hinshaw was one of the first to
diagnose the link between the so-called ‘utopianist’ approaches that were then
increasingly influential and the neglect of telecommunications by urban planning and
urban studies. He remarked that:
Many planners may well feel that communications technology will have little or no effect on
urban development. Virtually any recognition at all of the relationships between urbanism and
communications has come from academics and professionals outside the fields most directly
involved in urban analysis and policy development. Most of the literature coming from such
sources, however, treats communication and information-generating hardware as the means of
solving most of the urban problems with which we are presently confronted.
(Hinshaw, 1973; 305. Emphasis added)
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THE NEED FOR MORE
SOPHISTICATED APPROACHES TO
CITY-TELECOMMUNICATIONS
RELATIONS

While recent efforts to understand city—telecommunications relations have grown
markedly (Brunn and Leinbach, 1991), it is still clear that urban telecommunications
researchers and policy-makers are still fighting an uphill battle. Facing them are the
overwhelming invisibility of the subject, the long legacy of neglect, and the powerful
influence of the utopianists and futurists who have tended to fill the vacuum left by
the neglect of telecommunications in urban studies. We believe that these problems
are significant enough to challenge the paradigms underpinning urban studies and
policy. They mean that—while they are increasingly numerous—references to
telecommunications in both the policy and urban studies literature still tend to be
general and speculative rather than specific or grounded in real analysis. Conceptual
sophistication still tends to be rudimentary.
As with much social research on technology, literature on telecommunications and cities
still tends to invoke what Gökalp (1988) calls ‘grand metaphors’ of the nature of
telecommunications-based change in cities. Invariably, modern telecommunications are
seen as a ‘shock’, ‘wave’ or ‘revolution’ impacting or about to impact upon cities.
Technological determinism is common: current or future urban changes are often assumed
to be determined by technological changes in some simple, linear cause and effect manner.
The use of simple two-stage models to describe changes in cities and society is common.
Cities are seen to be placed in a new age in which telecommunications increasingly have a
prime role in reshaping their development. Most usual here are notions that capitalism is in
the midst of a transformation towards some ‘information society’ (Lyon, 1988) or ‘postindustrial society’ (Bell, 1973), or that a more general ‘communications revolution’
(Williams, 1983) or ‘third wave’ (Toffler, 1981) is sweeping across urban society.
Most often, because of the general inability to analyse real change and the
influence of futurology, analysis centres on speculating the impacts of
telecommunications on future cities in a general and vague way. Actual
telecommunications-based developments in real contemporary cities are rarely
analysed in detail. Even when they are, because they are so intangible and difficult to
untangle that they are often described using physical analogies with the more
comprehensible elements of the industrial city. Thus, the satellite ground station
becomes the ‘teleport’, the highly capable trunk network becomes the ‘information
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super highway’; the computer conferencing system becomes the ‘virtual community’
or the ‘electronic neighbourhood’; the local community electronic bulletin board is
labelled the ‘Public Square’. The wide range of such metaphors and grand scenarios
which have now been offered up to describe the increasingly telecommunicationsbased city is shown in Figure 1.1. This lists the various telecommunications-related
labels and metaphors that have been used to describe the contemporary city.
A related tendency is to assume that the ‘impacts’ of telecommunications on
cities are all the same, and are seen to be relatively simple, homogeneous, linear
and one-directional (Gökalp, 1988). The difficulty of undertaking empirical
studies of such impacts however, means that they tend to remain assumed rather
than being tested empirically. Many commentators, for example, have predicted
that, because they allow instantaneous communications, telecommunications
across distance will automatically undermine the spatial ‘glue’ that concentrates
all large cities (see, for example, Martin, 1978; Toffler, 1981). But usually these
expectations remain just that: forecasts of some future urban state rather than
empirical analyses of real change. In fact, evidence points to a wide range of
The ‘invisible city’ (Batty, 1990)
The ‘informational city’ (Castells, 1989)
The ‘weak metropolis’ (Dematteis, 1988)
The ‘wired city’ (Dutton et al., 1987)
The ‘telecity’(Fathy, 1991)
The ‘city in the electronic age’ (Harris, 1987)
The ‘information city’ (Hepworth, 1987)
The ‘knowledge-based city’ (Knight, 1989)
The ‘intelligent city’ (Latterasse, 1992)
The ‘Virtual city’ (Martin, 1978)
‘Electronic communities’ (Poster, 1990)
‘Communities without boundaries’ (Pool, 1980)
‘Electronic cottage’ (Toffler, 1981)
The city as ‘Electronic spaces’ (Robins and Hepworth, 1988)
The ‘overexposed city’ (Virilio, 1987)
The ‘Flexicity’ (Hillman, 1993)
The ‘Virtual Community’ (Rheingold, 1994)
The ‘non-place urban realm’ (Webber, 1964)
‘Teletopia’ (Piorunski, 1991)
‘Cyberville’ (Von Schuber, 1994, quoted in Channel 4,1994; 1

Figure 1.1 Metaphorical characterisations of the contemporary city
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experiences in city—telecommunications relations; a complex set of new processes is
leading to a new type of ‘telegeography’ (Staple, 1992). This is based on the degree to
which nation states, regions, cities, rural areas, neighbourhoods and households are
the foci of investment in telecommunications or are switched into the new globally
driven dynamics of telematics-based change.
Such technological determinism and forecasting does little to foster more
sophisticated views of city—telecommunications relations in contemporary cities.
In fact, what little evidence there is suggests that these approaches are far too
simplistic. In this book we show how the effects of telecommunications on cities
seem to be far more ambiguous and complex than many would have us believe.
Rather than revolutionising cities by suddenly disinventing them—spreading their
contents equally across regions and nations—telecommunications and telematics
are intimately involved in complex and diverse incremental urban changes across
all areas of urban life. Their impacts on cities are not all the same; they are not even
all in the same direction. In fact, when one starts to scrutinise the relationships
between cities and telecommunications in more detail, a wide range of complex
relationships emerge. These defy easy description and make the use of crude
‘shock’, ‘wave’ or ‘revolution’ labels extremely unhelpful. Telecommunications are
intimately involved in many of the social, economic, environmental and
geographical changes that make up the urban restructuring process. Invariably,
however, the precise nature of this involvement is subtle and difficult to
disentangle.
Given the immaturity and neglect of urban telecommunications studies, this book
is an attempt to develop a more sophisticated and considered approach to analysing
the complex relations between cities and telecommunications. Adopting an
interdisciplinary and international perspective, the book aims to help to overcome
the divorce which exists between the urban and telecommunications studies
communities, so allowing an integrated and socio-technical understanding of telemediated urban change to be developed. In other words, we want to explore the
complex interactions between technologies and the social, economic, cultural and
political change underway in contemporary cities. We aim to avoid the pitfalls of the
extremes of optimism and pessimism, of crude technological or social determinism,
and of the simple recourse to some all-explaining grand metaphor. Rather, we aim to
ground our analysis in a comparative evaluation of the theoretical approaches
available, to build on empirical evidence where it is available and to synthesise work
from a wide variety of disciplines and sources on the full range of key issues which
arise at the complex interface between cities and telecommunications. Critical social
science is the perspective towards which we aspire.
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In the remaining chapters of the book, we trace how telecommunications are
emerging to challenge the prevailing paradigms underpinning urban understanding
and policy-making. We explore the theoretical perspectives that can be adopted to
explore telecommunications developments in cities. We then go on to review some of
the key aspects of city—telecommunications relations—economic, social,
environmental, infrastructural, physical and governmental. These themes provide
‘windows’ through which we can start to explore the complex relations between
cities and telecommunications. Although far from perfect, we believe that this broad
cross-cutting perspective allows us usefully to construct a more complete picture of
these relations than has been built up before.
Before we can do these things, however, we need to introduce the context by
summarising the current forces transforming both cities and telecommunications; we
do this in the rest of this chapter. First, we shall look at the remarkable technological
and regulatory transformations currently underway in telecommunications. Second,
we shall briefly review the profound economic, political and social changes that have
radically restructured advanced industrial cities over the past fifteen years or so.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS: FROM THE
‘PLAIN OLD TELEPHONE SERVICE’
(POTS) TO TELEMATICS

In less than two decades, the telecommunications industry has moved from a slowmoving and largely ignored sector to an important force which is increasingly
involved in the current transformation of capitalist society. Already, the
telecommunications industry is on the verge of becoming the world’s largest; it is
certainly the world’s fastest growing (Business Week, 1994). For example, within
Western Europe telecommunications accounted for 2 per cent of Gross Domestic
Product in 1984; by the year 2000 this is expected to be 7 per cent and 60 per cent of
all jobs will be supported either directly or indirectly by telecommunications
(Mulgan, 1991).
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STANDARDISATION AND EQUALISATION: THE
‘PLAIN OLD TELEPHONE SERVICE’ ERA

Incredibly, only fifteen years ago, telecommunications were virtually synonymous
with one service—the basic telephone or Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). At this
time, telecommunications meant, effectively, telephones with some minor flows of
telexes, telegraphs and data communications (and, of course, the broadcasting
services necessary for TV and radio). Between the nationalisation of the first
telephone systems at the start of the twentieth century and the mid-1970s, all western
nations except the United States maintained a state monopoly over their
telecommunications networks through their Postal Telegraph and Telephone (PTT)
authorities, who also ran national postal systems (see Figure 1.2). In the United
States, AT&T operated a private monopoly in a similar fashion. These monopolies
were maintained in order to roll out basic telephone systems, known as Public
Switched Telecommunications Networks (or PSTNs) that were universally accessible
within and between the cities of the national urban system. PSTNs were based on the
use of analogue signals (where the voice was transmitted as an electrical wave that
was its direct analogy), electromechanical telephone exchanges (which had physical
moving parts to connect lines) and copper wires for transmitting signals. When high
capacity was needed coaxial copper cable was laid; when only one telephone was to
be linked up, a narrow, twisted-pair copper cable was strung to the house or office.
During this period, the telephone was extended from an élite service for perhaps 15
per cent of the population to a service for the majority (60–75 per cent of the
population). Telephone services were often seen to be a quasi-public good where a
single, universal network was necessary because of the vast costs of developing a
network through all parts of the nation state and the need for less affluent users and
areas to gain access to the telephone.
Fundamentally, then, the emphasis in this so-called POTS era was on
standardisation and social and geographical equalisation. Tariffs to services were
kept the same despite very wide disparities in the costs of serving people.
Underpinning this were systems of cross-subsidy from the lucrative trunk routes
and heavy users (cities and businesses) to rural and lower income users. This was
not surprising as PTTs and the universal service concept were developed as part
of the elaboration of wider Keynesian welfare states during this period (Lüthe,
1993). ‘The arrangement served the important goal of interconnecting society
and operated as a means of redistribution’ (Noam, 1992; 3). Often, PSTNs were

Figure 1.2 General characteristics of the transformation from the ‘Plain Old Telephone Service’ era (POTS) to the
‘telematics era’
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also laid out in advance of demand as part of the broader effort at state level to
stimulate regional equalisation and national economic development. In sum, ‘for a
century, telephony throughout Europe had been a ubiquitous, centralized,
hierarchical network operated by a monopolist’ (ibid.; 3).
In general, the distant, centralised nature of PTTs meant that POTS and the PSTN
tended to be ignored at the level of city authorities. But the low urban salience of
POTS did not mean that the elaboration of national telephone grids had no urban
effects during this time. As Pool (1977) has demonstrated, the development of these
extensive and standardised PSTN networks had important effects on the
development of cities. They integrated national urban systems. They supported the
development of central business districts and skyscrapers (as offices could separate
from factories and still control them at a distance from central business districts).
They allowed social networks to be continued in widely dispersed suburbs. They
encouraged the planned zoning of cities, because phone companies came to rely on
the predictability that zoning gave their own network expansion plans. Finally,
PSTNs supported a whole new range of phone-based business practices (Pool, 1977).
More generally, as telephones became diffused through the economic and social
fabric of society, they provided an important boost to the elaboration of the mass
production and mass consumption system of capitalist society, based on individual
households who were able to act at a distance in ‘real time’ by communicating with
each other and a wide range of service providers.

TECHNOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE
AND POLITICAL LIBERALISATION:
TOWARDS THE TELEMATICS ERA

Since the late 1970s, the world of telecommunications has been in continuous
turmoil. Radical technological and regulatory change has been a constant feature.
The previously separate areas of telecommunications, computing and media
technologies are now converging around a core group of digitalised technologies
(see Figure 1.3). Essentially, these new technologies allow all types of
information—voice, data, sounds, images and video signals—to be processed and
transmitted in the form of the ‘bit’ streams of binary code used in computers—
as a series of zeros and ones. This is the basis behind the much-vaunted multimedia technologies and services, which allow sounds, images, voice and data to be
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Figure 1.3 Technological convergence and the development of telematics

Figure 1.4 The expanding range of telecommunication services: propects for the year 2000
source: Adapted from Ungerer, 1988
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managed and transmitted in an integrated way. Digital telecommunications are more
capable, more accurate, more flexible and often less costly than analogue
telecommunications. The result has been an explosion of technologies and services
and a remarkable rate of change (see Figure 1.4). A multitude of telecommunications
networks and services have been proliferating within and between cities ever since
and as this innovation tends to be most advanced and rapid in cities, it is centrally
important to urban development.
Unfortunately, this dazzling variety and speed often defies understanding of the
technological and regulatory dynamics at work. The simplest way to try and
understand the radical shift in telecommunications is to split it into its four
interrelated elements. These are:
•
•
•
•

changes in the types of switching used in telecommunications networks;
changes in the way that the transmission of communications signals occurs
between the switches;
changes in the terminal equipment that are the sources and destinations of
communications flows;
shifts in the ways in which telecommunications are regulated.

Digital switching and intelligent networks

On the switching side, now that telecommunications networks are largely digital,
their switches increasingly consist of highly sophisticated computers rather than sets
of electromechanical equipment. The national telecommunications infrastructures of
the POTS era are increasingly being upgraded to digital standards. This makes them
capable of dealing with higher volumes of traffic more cheaply and with greater
accuracy. Video, image and data signals can be handled as easily as voice flows—
provided the networks have the bandwidth (transmission space) and switching
capabilities to accommodate these. New, more capable telecommunications systems
for carrying this broader range of services are also being developed (for example, the
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) which offers seamless communication of
voice, data, image and sound over a basic phone line). New advances here in using
computers to compress signals mean that much more can be squeezed out of even the
basic copper-wire telecommunications link to the telephone.
At a more advanced level, completely new computer-controlled switching systems
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are being deployed; an example of this is the so-called ‘Intelligent Network’. Here the
control of service flows and the management of vast telecommunications networks
rest with a few centrally located computers and the sophisticated software which
runs on them. This means that the flexibility and capability of networks is much
enhanced and can be upgraded simply by reprogramming computers rather than
relaying networks or replacing switches.
Increasingly, such networks operate at the global scale, geared to the sophisticated
communications needs and the lucrative markets of transnational corporations
(TNCs). The $10 billion per year market for the leading 2,500 TNCs drives
technological innovation, as the TNCs attempt to develop single networks on a
global basis through which their flexibility, speed of response and competitiveness
can be improved (Keen, 1986; Valovic, 1993). The scale of such private, corporate
networks, which weave many localities and cities together in ‘real time’, often now
surpasses that of many national telecommunications infrastructures. IBM’s own
network, for example, has 800,000 users in 90 countries (Roche, 1993).

New telecommunications networks and
infrastructures

On the transmission side, the traditional copper and coaxial cable links are
increasingly being supplemented or replaced by optic fibre, wireless, microwave and
highly efficient satellite systems. The capabilities of optic fibres are now legendary
and have entered popular consciousness: each hair-like strand can now
accommodate up to 60,0000 simultaneous telephone calls (as opposed to 6–7,000
for a much wider coaxial cable). This technology has a particular lustre which
attracts technological forecasters. Many Utopian forecasts about
telecommunications and cities centre on the idea of a universally accessible optic
fibre grid to all homes. Cost and technical barriers, however, still mean that this is far
from being realised: optic fibre remains concentrated as the trunks of national and
global electronic grids or the local links to very large users of telecommunications
such as office blocks. Often, the largest cities, as the main centres of demand for
advanced telecommunications, now have substantial and fast-growing optic fibre
infrastructures at the metropolitan level. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.5,
which shows the current growth in Melbourne’s optic fibre network. Increasingly,
these metropolitan networks are being connected through international and
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Figure 1.5 The expanding optic fibre network in Melbourne, Australia
Source: Adapted from Newton, 1991
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intercontinental optic fibre networks. The growth of transoceanic optic fibre
networks across the Atlantic and Pacific has been especially crucial in underpinning
the shift towards a global information economy. Between 1986 and 1996, for
example, the number of optic fibre ‘voice paths’ across the Atlantic is expected to rise
66 times from 22,000 to 1.45 million (Staple, 1992). This dramatic growth is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 1.6.
Advances in both switching and transmission have allowed four new ranges of
telecommunications infrastructures to develop which are largely centred on
cities. First, there are wireless and mobile communications systems which link
telephones and computers by radio signals to fixed telephone networks. Such
systems are laid out in ‘cells’ to build up coverage of a building, city or region.
Others work directly through satellite connections. Wireless networks allow
telephone and data communications to operate on the most flexible basis and are
being widely heralded as the next revolution as communications systems become

Figure 1.6 The number of voice paths across the Atlantic by satellite and
transoceanic cable
Source: Adapted from Staple, 1992
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mobile and personal rather than tied to fixed buildings, as with the traditional PSTN
network. Wireless systems are currently the fastest growing area of
telecommunications and this rapid growth has led some to proclaim that ‘when the
history of communications in the 20th century is written, the 1990s will be
remembered as the decade of wireless communications’ (Spector, 1993; 403). Annual
rates of increase in the numbers of mobile phones globally approach a remarkable
50–60 per cent, as technology has improved, networks have been rolled out to wider
and wider areas, costs have been slashed, and competition between new private
mobile operators has grown (Financial Times, 1994). New technologies and lower
costs are now allowing wireless phones to begin entering the mass market. Physically
vulnerable groups and blue-collar workers who face customers are now using mobile
phones as well as the stereotypical ‘yuppies’ who dominated their use in the 1980s
(Wood, 1994).
However, because of the costs to private companies of rolling out these systems
they tend to be centred on cities and urban corridors where demand is most
concentrated. Figure 1.7 shows the way in which the new digital mobile networks
within Europe known as GSM are developing along the main business corridors
while ignoring the more rural and remote areas.
Second, there are broadband cable networks. These are overwhelmingly urban
networks, built primarily to deliver Cable TV (CATV) services to residential
consumers. Cable is the basis for distributing much larger numbers of TV channels
that have traditionally been accessed via terrestrial radio-based TV transmission.
Increasingly, however, these networks are becoming more sophisticated and capable,
with optic fibre trunks and new digital switching technologies complementing or
replacing the coaxial copper cable of previous systems. The result is a slow growth of
other interactive services, from telecommunications to ‘pay per view’, teleshopping
and other value added services. In some nations, cable networks are allowed to
compete directly with the PSTN in mainstream telecommunications services, as in the
UK, where many cable companies make larger revenues from telecommunications
than television services.
Third, there are a new generation of satellite infrastructures. In 1990 there
were over 200 communications satellites in orbit, from eighteen nations or
communications agencies (Kellerman, 1993; 46). Demands for satellite services
are growing fast, particularly in Europe and Asia. As the skies become more
crowded with a widening range of powerful satellites, a plethora of new
services—from broadcasting through high-speed data communications to paging,
navigation and mobile phones—are developing based on satellite communications.
The proliferation of satellite TV, known as Direct Broadcasting by Satellite (DBS)
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Figure 1.7 An example of the urban bias of market-led telecommunications development:
the availability of GSM digital mobile telecommunications in Europe, 1992
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is the best-known example here, but there are many other satellite services available
geared towards voice, data and video communications.
The ground stations needed to link up with satellites used to require major
developments and special sites. Often this rare example of telecommunication being
very visible and requiring major physical developments led to large-scale planning and
urban development projects like teleports through which cities ambitiously tried to
develop their economies. Now, however, miniaturisation and technological changes are
reducing these requirements. Satellite phones and transmission equipment can now be
fixed to individual buildings or even be portable by humans. This is particularly so
with a new range of Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT) networks, which can
provide a flexible and cheap substitute to terrestrial corporate networks because they
rely on small micro ground stations that can be attached easily to individual buildings.
Thus the great advantages of satellite communications—its flexibility, the pervasive
coverage of satellite ‘footprints’ and the relative ease of deployment—are becoming
even more important for specialised applications.
Finally, there are microwave systems. These support short-distance, point-topoint and line-of-sight transmission for voice, data or TV/video services. They are
especially useful in congested city centres where they link heavy telecommunications
users with the nodes of terrestrial networks, so bypassing the often inadequate cables
in the local loop between nodes and customers’ premises. When many microwave
towers are strung together, whole national and international telecommunications
networks can de developed.

The layering of urban
telecommunications infrastructure

With this proliferation of infrastructures beyond the basic PSTN, many
telecommunications networks are now being superimposed within and between
cities where only one—the PSTN—tended to exist previously. This layering of the
telecommunications networks within a typical western city is illustrated in Figure
1.8, which shows schematically how the older, modified PSTN now tends to be
superimposed with other competing telecommunications networks (where
liberalisation has occurred), which centre on the most profitable areas. It also
shows the layouts of cable and mobile systems and satellite ground stations. In fact,
this itself is an oversimplification. Such are the fast-moving dynamics in many

Figure 1.8 The superimposition of different telecommunications infrastructures
within a typical medium-sized western city
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larger cities that up to a dozen different telecommunications networks can be
superimposed within the centres of cities like London and New York, based on
complex combinations of hard infrastructure, private leased lines, and ‘resold’
capacity on general telecommunication lines.

The transformation of customer permises
equipment (CPE)

Paralleling these changes in transmission and infrastructure, the terminal equipment
which subscribers use to communicate with has been completely transformed in the
past fifteen years. This change has been most dramatic in computers. The bulky,
expensive and slow computers of the 1960s that used to sit squat in the basements of
office blocks are now museum pieces. The radical improvement in the performance
and cost of microelectronics has meant that smaller, cheaper and far more powerful
items of computerised equipment now inhabit virtually every workplace and a
growing proportion of homes. Personal computers (PCs), in particular, have diffused
through all economic and social sectors and are now an accepted fixture of everyday
life. The processing power of PCs now doubles every two years while their costs are
actually falling. Increasingly, these lowering costs and increased capabilities mean
that personal computers are shifting from stand-alone workstations to
communications and work terminals, linked via the improved telecommunications
systems discussed above. In many professional circles, an electronic mail address is
an increasingly expected element of a person’s contact details.
A crucial development here has been the improvement of computer network
technologies. The most important twin advances are the development of broadband
computer networks within small sites or a small group of buildings known as Local
Area Networks (LANs) and the linking together of computers, computerised
equipment and LANs across wider geographical distances via telecommunications
lines such as the networks used by transnational corporations known as Wide Area
Networks (WANs). In addition, many computer networks and broadband
infrastructures at the scale of the city are developing called Metropolitan Area
Networks (MANs).
Some WANs, having reached a critical mass of users, are growing with startling
rates. For example the Internet—the network of Wide Area computer networks that
links universities, research institutions and thousands of organisations around the
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world—is now estimated to have between 20 and 35 million electronic mail users
and to be growing at around 10–20 per cent per month. Figure 1.9 shows the
exponential recent growth of the Internet, which is now expanding into many new
commercial areas, driven by the increasing involvement of media conglomerates who
are trying to take advantage of the network’s commercial potential.
Many other types of terminal have also developed to complement the phone and
PC as entry points on to telecommunications networks. Facsimile machines are
now extremely common. Pagers are increasingly being used to keep in touch.
Mobile computers and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) are providing
sophisticated platforms for managing complex business schedules on the move.
Videotex terminals (like the French Minitel) have diffused widely (although
unevenly). Digital entertainment and media systems within the household are
proliferating, such as CD-ROMs and interactive CDs. Some of the latest of these
use ‘virtual reality’ technology in which people are immersed in ‘virtual
environments’ constructed by computers. For these a wide range of what Mitchell
(1995) calls ‘exoskeletal devices’—‘datagloves’, helmets, visual and audio sensors and

Figure 1.9 The exponential growth of the Internet 1989–1994
Source: Ogden, 1994
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surrounding screens—are being developed which link into computers and allow
this real-time sensory immersion to take place. In addition, microchips now control
many phones and an increasing range of domestic and industrial appliances—TVs,
stereos, utility meters, even cookers and heating systems—as well as office,
transport and factory equipment. All of these are already geared, or are being
redesigned, to orient towards inter-communication across distance via
telecommunications networks. In addition, many pieces of terminal equipment are
now being developed which aim to take advantage of the new switching and
transmission capability of telecommunications: videophones, ISDN terminals,
highly capable interactive and high definition televisions and multimedia personal
computers, to name but a few.
On the financial front, networked electronic fund transfer (EFT) and point-ofsale terminals (EFTPOS) are replacing traditional shop tills. Together with
electronic credit cards and so-called ‘smart cards’ (which have a microchip
embedded in them for storing information and money), these are allowing an
increasingly diverse range of transactions to occur electronically and cash free,
through transfers of money between bank accounts. In the manufacturing and
logistics areas, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) terminals are stringing out
across supply chains, providing computerised systems for linking firms into
complex transactional chains. Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) are
complementing bank cashiers. Computerised production machinery is replacing
mechanical equipment.
Such is the crucial significance of these widening arrays of high technology
equipment that the US Commerce Department recently estimated that fully 38 per
cent of all economic growth since 1990 has derived from such sales (Business Week,
1994; 36). If we consider the global set of telecommunications networks to be a
single set of global networks, it is possible to trace the growth in the number of
terminals attached—wired telephones, mobile telephones, fax machines, data
modems and videoconferencing sets. This is shown in Figure 1.10.
Not surprisingly, paralleling these trends in switching, transmission and
terminal equipment has been an explosion of innovation and a proliferation of
telematics services supporting the communication of data, sounds, images and
video between these diverse sets of computerised equipment—as well as advanced
forms of human voice communications. Figure 1.4 (p. 16) shows how this
convergence is allowing a rapid growth in the range of telecommunications
available. For the first time, such telematics services, which are embraced under
the umbrella term Value Added Network Services (VANS), allow many different
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Figure 1.10 Equipment plugged into the world’s telecommunications networks
1992–1997 (estimated)
Source: Staple, 1992

types of computer-mediated information flows (e.g. on-line databases), computermediated communications (e.g. electronic mail), and computer-mediated
transactions (e.g. Electronic Data Interchange or Automatic Teller Machines) to be
supported both within and between cities. Such services increasingly merge voice,
data, image and video signals in complex mixtures of multimedia telematics flows.
Just as important, though, are the plummeting costs of telematics hardware,
software and services. As each year passes, more information can be processed and
sent longer distances for lower costs. Technological change, the growth of markets
and increasing competition is leading to rapid cost reductions while performance and
capability are continually enhanced. The example of France, which is summarised in
Figures 1.11 and 1.12, is typical here. While personal computers in France are less
than one third of the real costs they were in 1988 (Figure 1.11), the real costs of
telecommunications are also falling dramatically (Figure 1.12).
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Figure 1.11 The plummeting cost of personal computers: the French case 1988–1993
Source: Adapted from Volle, 1994

Figure 1.12 The plummeting costs of telecommunications services: the French example
Source: Volle, 1994
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Changing regulatory regimes

These inter-related changes are, in turn, forcing shifts in the way that states regulate
telecommunications and the media. It is increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for
nation states to monopolise control over these proliferating telematics networks in the
name of a single national public interest—as they did with the basic POTS/PSTN service:
The idea of collective solutions, of a general public interest that is more important than
individual interests, has found it hard to make the transition from the relatively standardised
services of telegraphy, telephony and television to the more complex worlds of the fax,
electronic mail, videotex and high-definition television.
(Mulgan, 1991; 243)

The United States, Britain and Japan were the first nations to shift towards
competition in the early 1980s; increasingly, all western nations are finding it
impossible not to do so because of the risk of business disinvestment and poor
competitiveness in this key sector. Pressures from international business interests to
deliver and benefit from a global, commercialised marketplace in telematics are
becoming increasingly powerful. John Sale, a network strategist for Rank Xerox,
summarises the approach of TNCs and their lobbying for more liberalisation in
continental Europe, where shifts away from the PTT monopolies have been relatively
slow. He admits that his company’s ‘position is that if you don’t allow it in
[continental] Europe, we will build it in the U.S. or get the permission to do it in the
U.K.’ (quoted in Schenker, 1994; 12). National political movements towards
neoliberalism are also pushing privatised and marketised regimes of
telecommunications regulation as the route towards faster innovation and national
economic competitiveness in these vital infrastructures. Supranational bodies such as
the European Union, the G7 and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) are also becoming powerful advocates of global, liberalised markets in
communications and telematics services.
As a result, most nation states are now liberalising and often privatising their
telecommunications regimes and turning them into marketplaces for a multiplicity
of different communications and information services. Usually, this process starts
by relaxing controls over who can deliver telematics services or develop new
telecommunications infrastructures like mobile. Although national approaches
vary considerably, partial or full privatisation of the PTT often follows along with
new regulations allowing other entrants to compete in telecommunications
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markets. When this occurs, privatised PTTs such as BT in the UK often emerge as
some of the largest and most powerful private corporations within national and
local economies.
These complex changes mean that telecommunications and telematics markets are
extremely complex and fast-moving. Within them, incumbent PTTs (for example,
France Télécom) fight it out to serve lucrative users with many new market entrants.
Included here are new private sector operators (like MCI, BT and AT & T),
specialised global data network operators (for example, IBM), basic infrastructure
providers who are increasingly involved in telecommunications (utility and transport
companies such as British Rail), private IT suppliers (like Motorola) and smaller
entrepreneurs (like Hutchinson Telecom) (Kok, 1992). Increasingly, these
organisations are forging global alliances so that they can extend to cover the
lucrative and booming markets for global telecommunications on a one-stop basis,
focusing on TNCs (Cooke and Wells, 1991).
Thus, companies that were only a few years ago privileged as public
monopolies within nation states now face many foreign competitors on their
home soil, as well as the imperative to extend their own efforts to other nations.
The result is a frantic process of globalisation, with telecommunications services
and infrastructures driven more and more by an international logic and
international flows of capital. To make matters even more complex, the
technological convergence between computing, telecommunications, information
and broadcasting industries is also stimulating a flurry of mergers, acquisitions
and alliances as tentative efforts are made to make the most of the blurring of
boundaries. Cable companies are joining telecom companies; newspaper and
media conglomerates are buying into cable companies; equipment companies are
forging alliances with entertainment and telecom companies. Telematics and
media giants are therefore emerging which are truly global and well placed to try
and engineer and benefit from the growing multi-media synergies between
telecommunications, computing, media and services within global, private
markets. AT&T, for example, has recently announced a World Partners Program,
which links it to several PTTs; BT and MCI have an alliance to build global
networks; France Télécom and Deutsch Telekom have developed a partnership;
and Microsoft, the software giant, and TCI, the cable company, recently formed
an alliance to develop interactive television.
These extremely rapid processes of globalisation and restructuring are leading to
a more international and open set of liberalised markets which are linked closely into
international flows of technology, services and capital. But, ironically, this
convergence in national regulation is actually associated with an increasing
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heterogeneity in terms of the spatial and social development of telecommunications
infrastructures and services. The old POTS-style certainties of standardisation and
equalisation are replaced by fragmentation and polarisation. Not surprisingly,
market-based regimes for telecommunications tend to encourage much greater
extremes and contrasts between the most favoured groups and areas and the least
favoured. This tends to mean that cross-subsidies supporting universal services tend
to decline and much more variegated patchworks of telecommunications
infrastructures roll out within and between cities. Recent experience in Britain shows
that while companies compete ruthlessly to ‘cherry pick’ from lucrative areas and
markets such as those dominated by large financial services companies, poor areas
with low demand are left with inferior and older infrastructures (Graham and
Marvin, 1994). Sometimes, the most marginal users of the telephone actually drop
off the basic networks, driven by higher line rents and tariff rebalancing (a process
through which rates are cut for the higher and longer distance users and increased for
the marginal users who benefited most from the universal service idea). This
polarised pattern in access to, and use of, telecommunications, is even more extreme
when the more advanced services are considered. The result is a complex and uneven
electronic landscape within and between cities.
But the stakes here go way beyond telecommunications policy and the
development of cities. Industrial, innovation and trade policy are also crucially
affected by these global shifts, stimulating Japan, Europe and the USA to construct
‘information superhighway’ policies with which to boost their economic positions
and their strength in export markets for hardware, software, consultancy support
and services (Lanvin, 1993). In the United States, the frenzy of alliance formation
between the ‘Baby Bells’—the regional telecom monopolies—and cable and
entertainment companies effectively consists of a jostling for position to make the
profits that seem likely with the development of the much-vaunted information
superhighway or national information infrastructure (NII). In post-Maastricht
Europe, the aim is to replace the fragmented set of national monopoly
telecommunications and telematics systems with a single market made up of one
‘European Information Space’ (European Union, 1994). All these shifts also have
important implications for cities and urban development because cities are the
centrepieces of these national and increasingly international telematics marketplace
(Graham, 1993).
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF CITIES:
TOWARDS PLANETARY URBAN
NETWORKS

The rest of this book will be concerned with exploring in detail how these
technological and regulatory developments affect cities and urban development.
Nevertheless, it is also necessary here to examine briefly the remarkable shifts in cities
that have paralleled these radical changes in the telecommunications sector. A key
argument of this book is that the complex development of telematics and their
infusion into cities cannot be divorced from considering the parallel crisis and
restructuring that is underway in western cities themselves. The last twenty years
have witnessed remarkable changes in the economic, social and geographical makeup
of western capitalist cities—and in their political and cultural dynamics (Moss, 1987;
Healey et al., 1995).

ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND CITIES

The end of the long post-war boom in western capitalist society has triggered a
massive restructuring which has radically altered cities. Globalisation and the
intensification of global competition have torn away the traditional industrial fabric
of many western cities through ‘deindustrialisation’ (Dicken, 1992). Huge transfers
of manufacturing activity have focused on less developed and newly industrialised
countries (LDCs and NICs) creating a global division of labour. The vertically
integrated manufacturing giants of the so-called ‘Fordist’ era are everywhere being
replaced by more responsive and flexible networked corporations operating across
these global distances and tending to buy in goods and services from small firms. In
western cities, information, high-tech manufacturing, service and leisure industries
have grown (albeit patchily), forcing great changes in urban labour markets and
urban socioeconomic dynamics. Political shifts towards liberalisation and the
growth of investment markets have led to a remarkable boom in financial services.
This has fuelled the growth of the larger cities which are placed at the hubs of the
global electronic and financial services networks.
The result of these shifts is that economic activity involving processing and adding
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value to knowledge and information now dominate the economies of western cities as
never before (Knight and Gappert, 1989). Even commodity-based industries such as
retailing and manufacturing are increasingly information rich. With the unprecedented
turbulence, competitiveness and volatility of markets, higher inputs of knowledge and
information are being used to reduce uncertainty and improve responsiveness. Because
information has such a central place in production in all sectors, it, too, is emerging as
a key commodity to be bought, sold, traded and exchanged in markets. This is made
possible by the capabilities that telematics bring for processing, storing and
controlling vast flows of electronic information on a continuous and real-time basis.
In short, as a result of all these shifts, industrial cities have been transformed into
‘post industrial’ (Savitch, 1988) or ‘information’ cities (Hepworth, 1987),
dominated by consumption industries and the processing and circulation of
knowledge and symbolic goods rather than physical goods. A corresponding shift
has gone on in the labour markets of cities, with 60–70 per cent of new jobs typically
now concerned with some form of information processing, distribution or
production. Investment in telematics—the basic information infrastructures of cities—now

Figure 1.13 Industrial investment in the USA in telematics and other industrial machinery
Source: Business Week, 1994
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Figure 1.14 The global market for computing and communications services 1987–1991
Source: Gille and Mathonnet, 1994
surpasses investment in other industrial machinery (see Figure 1.13 for the example
of the United States). Because telematics make information so easy to move around,
these shifts increasingly take a global complexion, tied in with the wider shifts
towards globalisation and the growing power of TNCs. The result of the pervasive
application of telematics across all economic sectors is that markets for computers
and communications equipment are growing rapidly. As shown in Figure 1.14, this
growth is dominated overwhelmingly by the three urbanindustrial blocks which are
the powerhouses of global capitalism: North America, Western Europe and Japan.
This economic transformation in cities, however, has been associated with the
growth of structural unemployment. The growth of well-paid, knowledge intensive
jobs has been dwarfed by the loss of manufacturing jobs and the growth of poor
quality jobs in retailing, leisure and tourism. Globalisation and the application of
telematics also seem to be associated with the fracturing and disintegration of city
economies, as they become ‘exposed’ to global telematics networks that invisibly and
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silently cross-cut them (Virilio, 1987). The result is that cities are being restructured
from internally integrated wholes to collections of units which operate as nodes on
international, and, increasingly, global economic networks (Dematteis, 1994). It is
increasingly impossible to understand the forces that are shaping the restructuring of
cities from a purely local perspective; contemporary city economies can only be
understood through their relations to global economic, political and technological
changes. The instantaneity of telematics networks is a key facilitator of this linking of
the ‘local’ into the ‘global’, largely through the construction of corporate telematics
networks and global transport networks (Mazza, 1988). As a result, cities are now
being tied together with a new level simultaneity. The interactions between and
within cities now approaches real time—or at least operates with an unprecedented
velocity. The global urban world now operates as a vast set of international systems
based on electronic telecommunications-based flows of information, money,
services, labour power, commodities and images as well as by advanced transport
networks. Dematteis speaks of the emergence of a ‘planetary metropolitan system’
(Dematteis, 1988).
But the fortunes of cities are very uneven within these shifts. The world financial
capitals have emerged as key command and control centres where the best jobs are
located. Certain smaller, usually non-industrial cities have managed to specialise in
advanced manufacturing, research and development or high technology services.
Others have emerged as key tourist centres. At the same time, however, many older
industrial cities have had to compete even for low order service jobs such as those in
back offices, branch plant manufacturing and shopping centres. In this context,
because of the speed of these systems and the erosion of the attachment to place, city
economies are more turbulent and face very uncertain futures.

URBAN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE

Such economic restructuring and the telematics-based globalisation of cities has been
associated with profound urban social and cultural change. On the social front, the
urban economic crisis of the 1980s precipitated the end of the post-war welfare—
Keynesian consensus and the ascendancy of neo-liberal approaches to urban
management (Harvey, 1989; Healey et al., 1995). In concert with the effects of
economic restructuring, these changes have forced social and geographical
polarisation within cities.
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The ways in which new telecommunications and telematics innovations are
involved in the social life of cities tends to both reflect and support this
polarisation. While affluent and elite groups are beginning to orient themselves to
the Internet and home informatics and telematics systems, other groups are
excluded by price, lack of skills or threaten to be exploited at home by such new
technologies. Advanced telecommunications and transport networks open up the
world to be experienced as a single global system for some. But others remain
physically trapped in ‘information ghettos’ where even the basic telephone
connection is far from a universal luxury.
The growing divisions between affluent and poor areas can lead to rising fear of
crime, the ‘fortressing’ of neighbourhoods through electronics surveillance systems,
and an increasingly home-based urban culture where people’s working, shopping,
access to services and social interaction may become mediated more via telematics
rather than by social interaction in the public spaces of cities. The parallel shift
toward market-based telecommunications regimes has added further momentum to
this polarisation and growing unevenness in the social landscapes of cities. It is clear
that while many speak of ‘time—space compression’ through new technologies, it is
important to differentiate between the diverse social experiences of these processes of
change for different groups of people.
A major area of debate currently centres on the degree to which telematics can
be used to support socially liberating and progressive changes within cities—by
overcoming the isolation of disabled groups for example. Whilst there are certainly
some examples of such liberating applications, for example with ‘virtual
communities’ for marginalised and housebound groups, critical commentators
stress that, on the whole, such technologies may in fact be a basis for exacerbating
further the social and geographical polarisation within urban places. Current
evidence certainly suggests that the future of those in cities who are at the margins
of the information society seems grim. The hyped-up promises of technological
fixes in the new telematics era threaten to have a distinctly hollow ring when
considering the position of the most disadvantaged groups within the
contemporary city.
These changes in the social dynamics of western cities are in turn interwoven
with the cultural dimensions of globalisation, a process which is closely tied into
wider shifts towards a global, ‘post-modern’ urban culture (Lash and Urry, 1994).
For example, advances in telecommunications and telematics are, along with the
liberalisation of media regulations, helping to support the emergence of truly
global cultural and media industries. These feed into support social and cultural
change in international systems of cities (Morley and Robins, 1995). There is little
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doubt that the human experience of place and the social construction of cultural
identities by groups and individuals are being radically altered in these ‘global
times’. This is because new advanced telecommunications act as conduits for flows
of images, knowledge, information and symbols which integrate places and people
into the global cultural system in ‘real time’. Thus, traditional national mass
broadcasting systems are giving way to a broadening range of global systems of
mass communications (cable and satellite TV) and interactive personal
communications (such as electronic mail and the World Wide Web on the Internet).
Through these systems a growing proportion of social interaction and cultural flow
take place.
But interpreting the implications and effects of these shifts remains highly
contested. To some, shifts towards a more participative and interactive media culture
through the explosion of the Internet and ‘cyberspace’ represent the empowerment
and liberation of individuals and groups who were simply passive consumers of
media in the past. To critics, though, the globalisation of urban culture is little more
than the ruthless commodification of all information by fast-growing media
conglomerates such as Rupert Murdoch’s News International corporation. It is
argued that this erases local differences; it superimposes western cultures over nonwestern ones; it polarises social access to information; and it leads to a cacophony of
signs which often alienates urban inhabitants within an ‘uprooted’ and bewildering
global culture.
Whether one stresses the positive or critical interpretations, or some blend of the
two, there is little doubt that, in this movement-dominated post-modern world, the
whole cultural idea of cities is being redifined. This transformation is creating a
‘global sense of place’ which challenges all previous ideas about what it means to live
in a region, nation or city. But this does not simply erase the attachment of people to
urban places. Instead, a complex interaction between telemediated cultural
exchanges in electronic spaces and place-based ones in urban places is emerging.
Networked communities of interest now span the globe, based on specialised foci of
interest or various combinations of ethnicity, gender, sexuality, profession, etc. These
mesh and interact with place-based communities, but in ways which we have only
begun to understand.
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URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

These economic and social shifts have led to a growing concern amongst urban
planners and policy-makers to address the environmental dimensions of their cities.
Planners are trying to address the legacies of pollution and dereliction from the
industrial era as well as the side-effects of burgeoning traffic congestion. The need to
compete as an attractive business environment is joining with wider social awareness
to force environmental issues to the top of the urban agenda. Concern now centres
on the need for environmentally sustainable urban futures. Once again much
attention here has turned to the potential role of telecommunications and telematics
for contributing towards the development of more sustainable cities (Gillespie,
1992). Most often, however, this analysis has been hampered by the assumption that
telematics-based flows of electronic information can be used directly to substitute for
the environmentally damaging flows of physical transportation. More critical
scrutiny of such ideas casts doubt on such claims, however, because they rely on
oversimplified conceptions of the relationships between urban environments and
telecommunications.
Rather than simply substituting for transportation, telecommunications have a
wide range of contradictory linkages. Telecommunications can help to stimulate
more travel as cheaper and more accessible forms of communication generate new
demands for the physical movement of people and goods. At the same time new
services such as road information systems and auto route guidance can help drivers
to overcome the uncertainties of traffic congestion, thereby improving the
attractiveness of the road network. Although telecommuting and teleworking
initiatives may be able to help reduce levels of peak-time congestion they have a
multitude of second-order effects. The teleworker has to heat and power the home
during the day, the road space created by the teleworker can quickly induce new
traffic on to the road network while weakening the need to live in close physical
proximity to work can encourage urban sprawl. Similar contradictions also occur in
the energy, water and waste sectors. Telecommunications do not necessarily lead to
reductions in material flows through cities. While the new control capabilities of
telematics do have the potential to shape the level and/or time of resource
consumption the current supply-oriented logic of network management does not
necessarily provide much incentive to infrastructure to reduce total flows.
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URBAN TRANSPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Telecommunications are radically transforming the management and provision of
urban transportation and infrastructure networks. Old ideas about the role of
monopolistic, standardised and universally available infrastructure networks
available to meet all demands for movement, mobility, heat, power and water supply
are being challenged. Increasingly telecommunications are supporting the splintering
of infrastructure services to facilitate competition on what were previously
considered to be monopolistic networks. Telecommunications enable infrastructure
providers more effectively to control their networks by identifying the costs of
servicing different types of customers. At the same time these capabilities provide the
opportunity of providing premium, enhanced and value added services to particular
groups of customers.
The application of telecommunications technologies in the management of
networks is developing in tandem with shifts towards the liberalisation and
privatisation of infrastructure networks. Privatisation has transformed service
provision from monopolistic, universally available, standardised systems into
complex new patterns of service provision. Increasing levels of choice for large users
mean that incumbent operators are forced to remove cross subsidies from large to
small users to compete with new entrants who cherry pick their most valuable
customers. Telematics play a central role in these new logics of infrastructure
management. For instance, Geographical Information Systems (GISs) provide the
tools for allocating costs to different types of customer, allowing new entrants to
target the most lucrative and profitable customers. The new control capabilities of
telematics networks being fitted over what were previously ‘dumb’ infrastructure
networks provide much more sophisticated control and operational systems. These
can significantly improve the efficiency and profitability of networks by more
effectively balancing demand and supply of services. New smart metering
technologies enable premium customers to have increasing levels of choice while
prepayment metering technology based on smart cards allows utilities to socially
dump expensive, marginal and poor customers.
Telecommunications are also having profound implications within the
transportation sector. Historically, there have always been close linkages between
communication technologies and transportation. The telegraph and later the
telephone enabled railway companies to standardise time while monitoring and
controlling the movement of trains across their rail networks. In the contemporary
city these linkages have significantly strengthened as the bundle of applications
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within the road transportation informatics technologies lead to important changes in
the use and management of transportation networks. Electronic road pricing systems
have been demonstrated in cities across Europe allowing transport authorities
potentially to charge for road space according to levels of congestion in real time.
The development of freight logistic systems linking together production and
distribution sites electronically is enabling companies drastically to cut warehouse
stocks and centralise warehouse and distribution functions, thereby more closely
utilising the transport network as part of the production process. These companies
are also relying more heavily on transportation informatics to maintain real time
contact with drivers to route deliveries according to congestion levels and the
demands of retailers. Public transport operators are also utilising telematics to
provide real time information to users and to make efficient use of expensive
transport capacity by more efficiently meeting demands.
Consequently, telematics are facilitating radical transformation in all types of
infrastructure networks. New information and telematics technologies are helping to
create new markets in infrastructure services, introduce competition on to networks,
differentiate between particular types of customers and provide a wide range of value
added services. But these new logics of network management hardly figure in the
urban policy literature. With the exception of telecommunications networks
themselves, there has been relatively little academic or policy interest in how the new
capabilities of telecommunications are transforming the management and provision
of urban networked services.

URBAN PHYSICAL FORM

Reflecting the economic, social and political restructuring of western cities, the urban
landscape and physical urban forms of advanced industrial cities are in turn being
radically reshaped. Global economic forces are taking over local property markets.
Derelict or decaying old industrial spaces are being transformed into post-modern
urban developments as foci of global consumption and culture (Relph, 1987; Knox,
1993). The sprouting of new telecommunications equipment, and the infusion of
many new telecommunications infrastructures into the old fabric of the city, have
been an essential part of this transformation. In addition the deconcentration of
many cities, and the emergence of the multicentred urban area—what Jean Gottman
(1983) called ‘megalopolis’—has been, at least in part, facilitated by the new
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capabilities of telecommunications and telematics for supporting dispersed economic
activities away from urban cores (Hall, 1993). Suburban office complexes, business
and technology parks, out-of-town shopping malls and, increasingly, whole ‘Edge
Cities’ are reshaping the physical layout of urban areas, using the combined
decentralising power of automobiles and telematics (Garreau, 1988). Core cities are
being turned into extended urban regions; these themselves now blend into wider
megalopoli; at the final level megalopoli merge into the planetary metropolitan
system. Instead of single centres linked into some single central place hierarchy, then,
very complex networks between cities are emerging based on complex
complementary relationships. This trend is particularly advanced in North America.
But this decentralisation does not represent the end of cities as we know it. Complex
combinations of both decentralisation and centralisation are occurring
simultaneously, with the world cities in particular the focus of new pressures for
more centralisation because of telematics.

URBAN PLANNING, POLICY AND GOVERNANCE

The overwhelming importance of the economic imperative in cities means that the
increasing emphasis of urban governance is on public—private partnerships oriented
towards an explicit economic development agenda rather than the social,
redistributional one that characterised the post-war period (Healey et al., 1995). City
authorities have been plunged into a new competitive era in which they act as ‘urban
entrepreneurs’ in increasingly global ‘marketplaces’ for investment from
multinational corporations, public agencies, media, sport and leisure corporations
and tourists (Harvey, 1989).
Because city economies today operate as fragmented collections of nodes on
global networks, this fight for an improved nodal status is intense and very
competitive. Increasingly, elected local governments work in corporatist ways with
non-elected public agencies and local firms, utilities and property interests to fight
for the regeneration of their cities. Telecommunications companies of all types are,
once again, involved here as growing players in such local coalitions—because they
are dependent upon long-term revenues from the infrastructure they have, quite
literally, sunk into the physical fabric of their home cities. Therefore they have much
to gain from supporting the local growth of information-intensive economic sectors
(Logan and Molotch, 1987). The importance of telecommunications and telematics
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to the image and competitiveness of urban areas mean that they are a key focus of
such entrepreneurial policy. These new approaches to urban government reflect the
emergence of truly international systems of interlinked cities, where urban policymakers need to consider the role of their city as a node on urban networks, mediated
by advanced telecommunications and global transport systems. To parallel the
globalisation of their markets, telecommunications companies are increasingly being
set up on a global basis so as to meet the needs of multinational corporations for
private, global networks (Graham and Marvin, 1995).
Urban governance and public services are also being transformed through the
application of telematics. The wider shift from Keynesian to individualistic and
conservative welfare regimes is driving cost cutting, privatisation and restructuring in
urban welfare services at the same time as increased polarisation is increasing
demands for these services. In these circumstances, the talk is now to reinvent
government more along business lines and to use telematics innovations as the new
mechanism for delivering services with minimum costs and maximum flexibility. As a
result, telematics-based restructuring in urban governments is burgeoning, often
with the result of replacing physical, staffed service delivery offices with virtual and
electronic ones. Many routine functions are also being outsourced to distant, even
less developed country, locations.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

The rest of this book is structured around nine chapters, summarised in Figure 1.15.
In Chapter 2 we try to address the growing sense that many current ways of looking
at cities are becoming obsolescent because of the neglect of many
telecommunications-based changes underway in cities and urban life. We explore in
detail how the invisibility of telecommunications-based change in cities combines
with their space and time-adjusting qualities to challenge fundamentally many of the
assumptions that still underpin much urban analysis and most urban planning and
policy-making. Attempts to grapple with the need for new conceptual frameworks
which map and explain telecommunications-based changes in cities are then
explored.
In Chapter 3 we go on to critically evaluate the competing theoretical
perspectives that can be used to address city—telecommunications relations.
Four of these are identified: technological determinism, utopianism and futurism,

Figure 1.15 The structure of the book
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urban political economy and the social construction of technology (SCOT)
approach. Examples of these are given through extracts from the work of the leading
analysts that have adopted these perspectives. This analysis is used to develop a new
approach to city-telecommunications relations which provides the framework for
the rest of the book.
Each of the following six chapters then goes on to use this approach as the basis
for analysing a key aspect of city—telecommunications relations. These are the
development of urban economies (Chapter 4), the social and cultural life of cities
(Chapter 5), the urban environment (Chapter 6), urban transport and infrastructure
(Chapter 7), the physical form of cities (Chapter 8), and urban planning, policy and
governance (Chapter 9). Finally, in the concluding chapter, we pull out some key
issues which emerge from the approach and attempt to assess the implications of
telecommunications for the reality of socioeconomic and cultural life, development
and policy within the turbulent and uncertain world of modern cities.

NOTES

1. At least six of these can be identified: the information economy approach
(Hepworth, 1989), the post-industrial and information society theses (Bell, 1973),
the technoeconomic paradigm approach (Hall and Preston, 1988), the post-Fordist
approach (Amin, 1994) and the post-modern approach (Harvey, 1989).
2. Included here are the books by Meier (1962); Dutton et al. (1987); Castells
(1989); Brotchie et al. (1991); Schmandt et al. (1990); OECD (1992); and Mitchell
(1995). More peripheral accounts are by Hepworth (1989) and Gottman (1990).
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